Backup and Restore Account

- Backup your mnemonic phrase
- Restore an Account

Backup your mnemonic phrase

Your account has a secret phrase of 12 words (called a mnemonic phrase) which allow anyone to import the account and spend your funds. So keep it secret! But keep it!

On the profile page, tap the account you’d like to back up.
tap the “ooo” in the lower button and tap “export”

write down your 12 words and keep them safe

Restore an Account

Whenever you’d like to swap phones or you lost your phone, you can recover your account with your mnemonic phrase
on the profile page, tap the in the upper right and enter your PIN if requested.

Tap "import account" then choose an account name. You can change it later in your profile settings.
Enter a name and your 12 word mnemonic phrase

tap "next step"

et voilà, here's your recovered account, ready to be used